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	The Wild Bunch was drastically different from every Western we'd watched previously, including The Searchers which was also supposedly a Revisionist Western. I guess that where The Searchers took the Western tropes and simply exaggerated them until a point was made, The Wild Bunch abandoned many of the standards and did things very differently. The ideologies key to the Classical Western are not all represented in The Wild Bunch—most notably, the most important of these: the frontier. Yes, there is the Rio Grande and it is crossed as the gang goes into Mexico (more than once, even?) but it is in not a barrier and it does not mark "new" land. The gang has been to Mexico before. It can be assumed that the gang has been to Mexico many times before, that Mexico is its retreat. The river that meant so much in Rio Grande means close to nothing in The Wild Bunch. Next, there is almost no mention of civilization, or its bonuses or maluses. Dutch sort of takes a stance against it with his anti-railroad line about giving one's word, but at the same time he's the most civilized named character (possibly excepting Thornton). So maybe in this film the railroad isn't even representative of progress and civilization, but just of corruption and evil. That would be another huge change in and of itself—even in Jesse James we see that the railroad has a good side and that it is benefiting the country's development.
	The depiction of women and children also discards the old ideologies. We see women as immoral and dangerous (it might be argued that, were it not for them, Pike would have survived) and children as hungry for violence. The glee as they kill the scorpion and ants, the glee as they dash around the corpses after the shoot-outs—these are the same deranged glee we saw in Hatfield in Stagecoach, and he had to die for his glee. These children aren't dying; they are killing. Pike is ultimately shot and killed by a little boy (again, he's so pleased by the violence, and even more so by the fact that he committed it!). Women and children used to be idealized in Westerns as those who needed to be defended and protected and almost worshipped by the violent men. While this wasn't a good view—woo, sexism and agism—it was certainly more positive than their portrayal in The Wild Bunch. They were idealized because they were seen as good. They are demonized in The Wild Bunch because in the film, people are not good. No character is good. Even Dutch (who might be moral...) is not good—he slaughters people. This is not the so-called "redemptive violence" of previous Westerns. It's unbridled mass-murder.
	The depiction of women and children plays into how this movie is an allegory for Vietnam. From the documentary and reading, the American troops couldn't tell the Vietnamese apart. They couldn't tell who was friend or who was foe. And that failure to distinguish surpassed the "North" and "South" classification; it spread to the "Man" and "Woman" and "Child" classifications. Women and children could just as easily be aiding the Vietcong as anyone. Much like in The Wild Bunch where Pike is ultimately killed by those he would have least suspected, soldiers in Vietnam were being killed by those they least suspected.
	Where the allegory starts and ends is somewhat blurry. The movie is clearly not an allegory to the My Lai Massacre—though there is a bloody slaughter at the end, it is two-sided: Pike and his gang are obliterated in addition to those they kill. And they do not just go into an unarmed settlement and kill every human—their opposition is armed. The film came out before My Lai's news, and judging by how shocking the truth of My Lai was it would be fairly surprising for there to be a movie predicting that kind of scenario. As for an allegory in the broader sense, a depiction of what might be happening in Vietnam? It seems to me that Pike's gang is a pretty unsavory avatar for American troops. Not that I support way in any way or want the Americans lionized, but heck—demonizing them in the way the film did is close to showing someone to the door of nihilism. There's no good in the world of The Wild Bunch, and if there's no good, why believe in anything? 
	I thought the movie was well done, but its overarching value... eh, nothing, to me. It showed how horrible violence was and how impure people are and that's not really news. The fact that it was a Western showing this (when previously most of them had something very positive to say amidst the carnage) was kind of surprising. I definitely did not expect the destruction, the dramatized violence, the machine gun scenes, and so on, so maybe the movie had shock value. But shock, when it does not educate, is merely entertainment. Allegory? Perhaps, but not really one that could be learned from. What's the situation in Vietnam after The Wild Bunch happens? Everyone dead or crying. So then the film shows that our war was wrong. Maybe that mattered at the time, but what I walked away from the movie with was an uneasy stomach, and nothing else.
